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PROPERTIES OF A FAMILY OF WEAKLY 
PSEUDOCONVEX MANIFOLDS

Kwang Ho Shon and Hong Rae Cho

0. Introduction

The research on a domain of holomorphy is very exciting because 

this concept is one of the great differences between the theory of 

fu표ctions of one complex variable and that of several complex variables. 

There are many equivatent conditions to tire dornsm of hoiomurphy 

[2,3,4,5丄 Levi's conjecture, saying that a pseudoconvex domain in 

Cn is a domain of holomorphy, was an important unsolved problem 

for a long time in the theory of functions of several variables but 

it is solved by K. Oka[91, H J, BremermannEl] and F. Norguet[8], 

etc. Thus pseudoconvexity is a very important concept in the theory 

of functions of several complex variables. Now the reserch on pseudo

convexity over complex manifolds is actively in process. It has developed 

that a strongly pseudoconvex manifold is a Stein maifoldE2]. But 

the re앙earch on a weakly pseudoconvex manifold is advanced recently. 

Since every strongly pseudoconvex manifold is weakly pseudoconvex, 

there is the same phenomenon on a weakly pseudoconvex manifold 

as on a strongly pseudoconvex manifold. But every weakly pseudoconvex 

manifold is not always strongly pseudoconvex so that there are quietly 

different phenomena. The aim of this research is clarifying these 

phenomena.
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In Section 1, we show the difference between the one-vari교ble 

and several-variable theory of holomorphic functions.

In Section 2, we introduce pseudoconvexity of domains and example 

which is not a strongly pseudoconvex domain but a pseudoconvex 

domain.

In Section 3, we delve into a complex n-torus and a complex 

holomorphic line bundle over a complex n-torus which are important 

tools for the research on a weakly pseudoconvex manifold.

홀. Preliminaries

An japen osmected set m the space Ca of n complex vanahles 

is called a domain. A domain fl in C is said to have a C boundary 

佬]) if there is a C} function O : Cn^R such that Q = EC" ： 鱼仞〈아 

and

grad ①(2)=(흐亳…쪼月:0

3Z] 그

on the boundary bQ of Q. Such a function 4> is called a defining 

function for fl. Let H(Q) be the set of ail holomorphic functions 

on Q.

Definition 1.1. An open set H is called a domain of holomorphy 

if there are no open sets Hi and in C" with the following proper

ties :

1. gG c n2nn.
2. n2 is connected and not contained in

3. For every fEH((l) there is a function f2 (necessarily 
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uniquely determined) such that f=f2 on《爲

Let a E-Cn. Consider the set of pairs (Utf)f where (7 is an open 

set in C\ aEU and f is holomorphic on U・ Two such pairs (U,j) 

and are said to be equivalent if there exists a neighborhood 

W of at WCVnU such that /I W^g\ W. Let % be an equivalence 

class with respect to this relation and will be called a germ of 

holomorphic functions at a. We denote by Oa the set of all germs 

of holomorphic functions at a.丛 Q is called the sheaf of 

germs of holomorphic functions on (尸［7丄 We define a topology on 

0 as follows. Let fa G Oai and let (U,f) be a pair defining fa. Let 

沪二 jfb» b where 仇 is the germ at b defined by the pair 

(UJ)・ By definition, 한蜕 sets N(UJ), where (UJ) runs over all pairs 

defining fai form a fundamental system of neighborhoods of fa.

2. Pseudoconvexity of domains

Proposition 2.1. If a domain Q CO* is domain of holomorphy, 

then there is no part of the boundary across which every element 

m H(Sl) can be continued analytically.

Proof. Let y： b운 a curve with y(t) Gfi for 0冬t < 1

and a=y(l) Gbfl. We suppose that the germ of f at y(0) can be 

continued analytically along y and denoted by Fa the germ at y(l) 

so obtained. Let (ZZ F) be a repre옹entafive of Fa where Z) is a 

polydisc and F £H①).By definition of analytic continution, there 

is s>0 such that, for l — Y(t) CD and the germ of F at 

y(t) is the same as the germ of f at y(t). Let U be the connected
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component of PpH containing {y(t) : We"hen have

F|U=f |U.

For any domain Q of C, by the theorem of Weierstass[6], there 

is a holomorphic function which cannot be continued analytically at 

everyt point of bC. Hence, by Proposition 2.1, fl is a domain of 

holomorphy. This is not true for arbituary domains in C", n>lt as 

was firstly pointed out by F. HartogsL61

E. E. Levi showed that the boundary of a domain of holomorphy 

is not arbitrary and has a kind of convexity called pseudoconvexity.

2;2. A domain O in C with C2 boundary is said to 

be (Levi)・ps운udoconvex if there exists a defining function ① for Q 

such that L(a，) is positive semi-definite on holomorphic tangent vectors 

to bQ (i.e.,

L(^)(z)(w)= Z -奕(z)w而* >0

J.k=l泌泌 一

for all z GbQ, for w GCB satisfying

£---(z) Wj—0).
J—I QZj

A domain of holomorphy is pseudoconvex [2,4,5] but the assertion 

that a (Levi)-pseudoconvex domain is a domain of holomorphy is 

known as the Levi problem.

Definition 2.3. Let fl be a domain in C" such that O C CCM 

and it has a C2 boundary, fl is said to be strongly (or strictly) 
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pseudoconvex if there exists a defining function 蛍 for fl such th거t 

the Levi form L(鱼)of is positive definite on holomorphic tangent 

vectors to bfl.

Example 2.4. Let fl be the asolid torus* in C2 whose major 

circle of rotation lies in the xt ~x2 plane and whose minor circle 

of rotation is in the yif 处 directions. This region is described by

C={(幻 zj EC2: I I 2+ \ z2 \ 二:v r\ 

where Zi—xi+iyi and z2—x2+/y2.

Let ^(zyz2)= I ! 2+ I z2 I 匀브 一3\Vf+：島 - J on Q.

Then function for 以 The Levi form is更 is a defining

,.2 _ 3 i 妇 2 1
3」

3J I 2
4V0撰十仍

Thus 

and 

only

3 
the Levi form of is positive definite on bf) if 0<r<^- 

positive semidefinite if r<~~: Hence XI is strongly pseudoconvex
3 一4 3

if 0<r<— and pseudoconvex if /旨]

3. The line bundle and pseudoconvexity on manifolds

Now we consider the pseudoconvexity on complex manifolds.

Definition 3.1. Let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold. We 

say that X is a str。"이y [weakly] pseudoconvex manifold of dimension
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n if there is a function M门X,R) such that

(1) The Levi form L(®) of C> is everywhere positive definite Esemi- 

definite] L(<b)(z)>0 [堂们 on C* where z EX).

(2) Xc~ \z & - ^(z)<c} is relatively compact in X for any。단?.

Definition 8.2. A complex manifold £1 of n dimension (which 

is countable at infinity) is said to be a Stein manif이d if

(1) fl is h시omorphicaUy convex.

(2) Q is holomorphically separable.

(3) For every z Efl, one can find n functions …Jk EH(il) which 

form a coordinate system at z.

Example 3.3. It was known that fl is a Stein manif시d if, and 

only if H is a strongly pseudoconvex manifold [2,4]. Each domain 

of holomorphy in C11 is a Stein manifold [41 Hence every domain 

of holomorphy is a strongly pseudoconvex manifold. We know that 

a pseudoconvex domain is a domain of holomorphy whence every 

pseudoconvex domain is a strongly pseudoconvex manifold.

Take 2n vectors w、…，我膈 独=(攵诂,...»电 Cdso that the 

ivv are linearly independent over R. Let V(whdenote the 

lattice subgroup of Cn defined by {wiiwj 卜籍2知切曲：雄 GZ, j—lr …，2n 

}. We define the complex n-torus Tn to be the quotient space 7、=。/匚 

The quotient map is a local homeomorphism.

Lemma 3.4, Tn is compact.

Proof. To avoid confusion we only think the lemma in the case 

of n=L For z EC, z=nhWi+m2w2+nwi+r2w2 where m2 GZ and
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0乡\, ri^L Hence GT. Let S=\riWi+r2w2 - rltr2 GR

with。乡% 冬가 and then the function US defined by [z] = 3izs 

+ r2W2] ~^riW2+r2w2 is a homeomorphism. Since S is compact, T is 

also compact.

Definition 3.5. Let X be an n-dimensional complex manifold. An 

m-dimensional complex holomorphic vector bundle E over X consist 

of an w-dimensional complex manifold E and holomorphic map n : EfX 

which satisfy :

(1) There is an open covering El} of X and biholomorphic 

functions Q : 史(1刀一心乂(尸 such th가

E W但丿흐以XC"

XDU,

commutes, where n^, w)—z^

(2) For UclR there is a holomorphic function 版：值tGL(C" 
such that 0j。0k (x^)—(xfzj, x 知 zk ECa if and only if 成仞 

还=务

These functions ftk, the so-called transition functions, satisfy the 

(cocycle) conditions.

Definition 3.6. Let E and F be vector bundles and {皈} and 

transition functions of E and Ft respectively. We say that E 

and F are equivalent if there are holomorphic maps h}: [&스 GL(O 
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such that nJ政=4어、for all jfk EL

Remark. 1. If E is a 1-dimensional complex manifold, we shall 

refer to E as a line bundle.

2. We shall always identify equivalent holomorphic line bundles 

and HI£(X) denote the group of all equivalence classes of holomorphic 

line bundles.

Let X be a Hausdorff paracompact space and let O be a sheaf 

over X. Fix a locally finite covering 잉/=｛［자of X.
Let C°^,O)=｛(gl) ：g eH(U,)｝ 기】d let &잉")티稣二点, , 

象I 丑代% y and is ^ew=synnnetric in the indies
*，•••，*• Set 户欤 »딘 ①传,0丿. We define

8时匸。僞，。尸顷彻⑵ by ^+l(f)=((^ lf)(.) 
Jo Jp+1 

p+1
= S (~~1^ f a where A means "omit”. We define 

k=0 Jo- Jp+1

zq잉: 야^=아,

刖初。)=8%負鶴,0力(：玄修,0人and 

顼他,0)=部依,0)倒例t0).

Theorem 3.7, HLB(Tn) is canonically isomorphic to H、(TL O') 

where 0* is the sheaf over 7더 of nonvanishing holomorphic functions 

in which the module operation on each stalk is multiplication.

Proof. Let £ be a line bundle and ｛허J the transition functions 

of E. Since ｛皈｝ satisfies the cocycle conditions, (%) CZ、(U,0*) where 

be an open covering of Tn. If E and F are equivalent, 

then there are nonvanishing holomophic hm샀ion 厶 : such that
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%『대P/； or ，that is, fy]k)=(Qik)(8(Jij)). Thus an equivalence

class of bundles defines an element [(9k)] CH^T^O').

Conversely, let Then &=[(%)] and we can find an

open covering 勿 = "*} of T、such that (하) 成'(初(力[4]. Consider 

a set Z—U {t/XC}. We define relation on Z by。，爲z)~(k,y,z) 

iff x~y and 寻=。业(3為，Since (%) satisfies the cocy산g conditions, 

is an equivalence relation. Put E(©=Z/~, Define a map n 1 E(£) 

一소广 by )]—x and 난len n is holomorphic. Define a map 0 : 

丁「(UjTfC by 이히]=(亵? and then 0^ is biholomorphic. Let 

x Gt/ntTj,. If BQ^(xfz)=(x,z^t then。&：幼)=이:(础= (兌，하. Since 0 

[仑〃&弓)手二緋丿, 0犯弓)~(2為zj 닪0 that 6^=4.. Hence E(^) is a 

phic line bundle over Tn with transition functions 何J. The map 

—E(g) is an isomorphism of group읍 of H(Tn,0) with HLB(1^). So, 

we sh쇼11 always identify equivalent holomorphic line bundles and we 

call ^(T,O) 산le group of holomorphic line bundles over T0.
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